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2016/17 Instructional Program Review UPDATE

 

PROGRAM REVIEW DATA AND RESOURCES

File Attachments:

1. ASTR_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2016.pdf  (See appendix)

2. ASTR_Student_Characteristics.pdf  (See appendix)

3. FHP_Report_ASTR.pdf  (See appendix)

4. FHP_Report_GEOL.pdf  (See appendix)

5. FHP_Report_PHYN.pdf  (See appendix)

6. GEOL_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2016.pdf  (See appendix)

7. GEOL_Student_Characteristics1.pdf  (See appendix)

8. PHYN_Annual_Student_Outcomes_2016.pdf  (See appendix)

9. PHYN_Student_Characteristics.pdf  (See appendix)

 

Participants (REQUIRED)

Lead Writer: Don Barrie
Liaison: Jonathan McLeod
Department Chair: Don Barrie
Manager/Service Area Supervisor: Saeid Eidgahy

Updates (REQUIRED)

Several positive developments have occurred in the physical sciences program (which includes the disciplines of astronomy and physical science) over the
past year--in large part due to the successful funding of BARC requests for astronomy equipment included as part of the 2015-2016 program review.  For
example, the Astronomy 109 (Practice in Observing) course has been redesigned to take advantage of improved imaging capabilities of astronomical objects.  In
addition to obtaining computer controlled telescope mounts for the Jerry Schad rooftop observatory, our program also received several digital cameras that
allow for high-quality, long exposures to be made of the night sky, both from the rooftop observatory and from the ground.  In addition, our program received
several laptop computers (for controlling telescopes) and two additional Dobsonian telescopes.  This equipment has greatly improved the quality of teaching and
learning in all of the astronomy courses offered at Mesa, including Astr 101 (Descriptive Astronomy), Astr 111 (Astronomy Laboratory), and Astr 109 (Practice
in Observing).  In addition, our outreach capabilities have improved thanks to the new equipment we possess.  Having computer controlled telescope mounts
means that we can show large groups more night sky objects in a single viewing session, which improves the quality of star gazing events by minimizing wait
time.

Another very positive development in the physical sciences program is that we recently hired a second instructional laboratory technician, Dr. Chris Waters. 
Together with our veteran ILT (Mike Lewis), our ILT team has been able to better address program and department needs regarding equipment repair and the
design/construction of various teaching aids.  In addition, our veteran ILT has been able to devote more time to supporting our astronomy courses in particular. 
For example, he now works most evenings and is on hand to provide technical assistance during evening astronomy labs and public events.  Such support has
greatly improved the quality of the astronomy courses we offer.

In addition, the recent hire of a new tenure track astronomer (Dr. Irena Stojimirovic) in fall 2015 means that we now have a highly qualified specialist to develop
an ongoing vision of Mesa's astronomy program.  As discussed below, Dr. Stojimirovic plans to develop a solar system astronomy course in the next year or so
that will provide new opportunities for students to learn about the cosmos.  She's also gathered together a select group of students this semester (Spring 2017)
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to do some very exciting research on double stars.  Overall, an important program emphasis is to create more research opportunities for students interesting in
preparing for more advanced study in astronomy.

The geology discipline has recently been moved out of the physical sciences program and into its own discipline, because Mesa now offers an associate
degree in geology. Thus, the current physical science program includes two scientific disciplines: astronomy and physical science.

As discussed in our attached BARC requests, we're asking for additional astronomy equipment to improve our outreach and astro-imaging capabilities.  Our
BARC requests include spectrographic equipment, which will allow students to assess the chemical composition of various light-emitting celestial objects. 
We're also requesting a set of photometric filters, which will allow students in Astronomy 109 (Practice in Observing) to obtain higher-quality images of various
celestial objects.  Both requests are critical to the success and growth of the astronomy discipline at Mesa College.  In addition to improving our public outreach
capabilities and engaging general education students, the requested equipment will enable honors students and prospective astronomy majors to collect more
sophisticated scientific data.  As discussed in the BARC requests, the requested equipment will help us better serve our students by providing them with more
opportunities to think quantitatively, as discussed below.

One aspect of the physical sciences program where improvement is needed concerns the ability of Astronomy 101 (Descriptive Astronomy) students to think
quantitatively.  As indicated by the fall 2016 course learning outcome (CLO) assessment results for the problem solving CLO, Astronomy 101 students failed to
meet the target goal of achieving at least a 75% average score on a quantitative problem.  This underscores a need to provide students with additional
opportunities to practice quantitative thinking and problem solving skills.  This need can be addressed by obtaining a spectroscopic equipment package that will
enable instructors to place more emphasis on quantitative thinking and problem solving skills in astronomy courses.  This equipment is being requested as one-
time equipment purchase, as detailed in attached BARC request.  

Additional updates:

All program course curricula are up to date.

A new course, Solar System Astronomy, is currently being developed.  

Senior Secretary Staffing Request:

As part of this program update, we're partnering with other programs in the School of Mathematics and Natural Sciences to include a classified staffing request
for a senior secretary. Currently, one secretary serves hundreds of employees and thousands of students.  Another secretary is needed to address the
increasing administrative burden that comes with expanding programs, expanding facilities, and new faculty.  Our current secretary, Mary Toste, brings a
wealth of knowledge and experience to her position.  Her institutional knowledge is vast, and many people (including this program review writer) rely on her
daily to provide answers to critical questions.  Mary's workload is increasing to the point that it threatens to overwhelm her.  This situation has recently been
exacerbated now that Mary spends two days a week at the District Offices.  A school as large as Mathematics and Natural Sciences needs at least two
secretaries to run efficiently.  Great things are happening within the School of Mathematics and Natural Sciences; however, the lack of adequate administrative
support has grown critical since the move to the new MS facility.  This lack of support threatens to disrupt the day to day functioning and operation of various
programs and departments within the school.

The requested senior secretary position is necessary for the continued smooth operation of the geology program in particular and the physical sciences
department in general.  With expanding programs and course offerings, the task of developing the class schedule for our department is becoming increasingly
complex.  The current secretary is instrumental in working with the department chair to develop this schedule.  If another secretary were available to assist
with class schedule development, the process of finalizing the class schedule would go much more smoothly and could be completed in a more timely manner. 
Note that a task as intricate and complex as class schedule development isn't something that can be addressed by hiring more part-time help.  We need a trained
professional for this task, someone adept at using schedule development software and someone familiar with intricate details such as FTEF allocations, class
codes, etc.

Instructional Support Supervisor Request:

We're also requesting an instructional support supervisor (ISS) position as part of a joint request among all of the departments in the school of Mathematics and
Natural Sciences.  As detailed in the attached staffing request for this position, the current instructional laboratory technicians (ILTs) in our school are
overworked and regularly carry out tasks outside the scope of their job descriptions.  A supervisory staff member is needed to coordinate various ILT tasks
throughout the school so that ILTs can be freed up to do their jobs, and various tasks can be completed that fall outside the scope of existing ILT positions.

 

 

 Outcomes and Assessment (REQUIRED)

Form: Outcomes and Assessment 2016/17 - Instructional Questions (See appendix)
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 IE Data Analysis (REQUIRED)

Form: Instructional Data Analysis - Program Review 2016/17 (See appendix)

 

Program Goals

Develop new Astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy)

Outcome

Outcome Mapping

Develop new astronomy course (Solar System
Astronomy), 2016-2017
A new course, Solar System Astronomy, will be developed and
added to the list of course offerings in the physical sciences
program.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4,
Strategic Goal 4.1

 

Improve student success rates in Astronomy 101
Data show relatively low rates of student success in Astronomy
101. As a way to address low success rates, astronomy faculty
will engage in a dialogue specifically focused on strategies to
improve success rates.

CA- Mesa College Strategic Directions and Goals:
Strategic Goal 1.1, Strategic Goal 1.2, Strategic Goal 1.4,
Strategic Goal 1.5, Strategic Goal 2.1, Strategic Goal 5.1,
Revised Program SLOs Physical Sciences Program:
Communication, Critical Thinking, Problem Solving

 

 

Objectives and Plans
Actions

Develop new Astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy)

Outcome

Develop new
astronomy course
(Solar System
Astronomy), 2016-
2017
A new course, Solar System
Astronomy, will be
developed and added to
the list of course offerings
in the physical sciences
program.

Action: New Astromomy Course  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Collaborate with faculty at other
institutions who currently teach this course, coordinate with Mesa's articulation officer, and develop a
Curricunet proposal for the course.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Irena Stojimirovic

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2017

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Once the course Curricunet proposal has been approved by CRC and CIC, this is how I'll
know that the new course development process has been achieved and has been effective.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): None.

Goals Status Report (REQUIRED)
Action Statuses
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Develop new Astronomy course (Solar System Astronomy)

Outcome

Develop new
astronomy course
(Solar System
Astronomy), 2016-
2017
A new course, Solar System
Astronomy, will be
developed and added to
the list of course offerings
in the physical sciences
program.

Action: New Astromomy Course  

 

Describe the actions needed to achieve this objective : Collaborate with faculty at other
institutions who currently teach this course, coordinate with Mesa's articulation officer, and develop a
Curricunet proposal for the course.

Who will be responsible for overseeing the completion of this objective: Irena Stojimirovic

Provide a timeline for the actions: Spring 2017

Describe the assessment plan you will use to know if the objective was achieved and
effective: Once the course Curricunet proposal has been approved by CRC and CIC, this is how I'll
know that the new course development process has been achieved and has been effective.

List resources needed achieve this objective and associated costs (Supplies,
Equipment, Computer Equipment, Travel & Conference, Software, Facilities, Classified
Staff, Faculty, Other): None.

Status for New Astromomy Course  

Current Status: In Progress

If the Current Status was marked Completed, what was the impact of the completed
objective on your program:

If the Current Status was not marked Completed, what are the implications and next
steps: Next steps include collaborating with faculty at other institutions who have taught the
course and coordinating with Mesa's articulation officer. Next, a new course proposal will be
launched in Curricunet.

 

Closing the loop on prior year resource allocations (REQUIRED)

An ILT position and five BARC requests were funded this past year.  The BARC requests included three requests for additional astronomy equipment, and two
requests for additional geology equipment and supplies.  Each of these items is described below.

ILT position: This past year, we hired a second instructional laboratory technician, Dr. Chris Waters.  Together with our veteran ILT (Mike Lewis), our two ILTs
have been able to better address program and department needs regarding equipment repair and the design/construction of various teaching aids.  In addition,
our veteran ILT has been able to devote more time to supporting our astronomy courses in particular.  For example, he now works most evenings and is on hand
to provide technical assistance during evening astronomy labs and public events.  Such support has greatly improved the quality of the astronomy courses we
offer.

Additional astronomy equipment: Three BARC requests were funded for astronomy equipment this past year, including (1) additional telescopes, computerized
telescope mounts, telescope-mount cameras, laptop computers, and software; (2) DSLR cameras and accessories for field use; and (3) Dobsonian telescopes
for field and classroom use. This equipment has enabled us to redesign the Astr 109 (Practice in Observing) course, such that students can create high-quality
images of celestial objects, both in the observatory and in the field.  In addition, the computerized telescope mounts allow students in the Astr 111 course
(Astronomy Laboratory) to locate celestial objects more easily and quickly, which means that they can view more objects in a single viewing session.  Also, the
Dobsonian telescopes have improved instructional quality in the Astr 101 (Descriptive Astronomy) course, because their portability allows them to be brought
into the classroom for direct examination by students.  All three BARC requests support Mesa's Strategic Direction #4: innovation in our practices, and Strategic
Direction #1: to support an inclusive teaching/learning environment that enables all students to achieve their educational goals.  In addition, this equipment is
helping students to investigate celestial objects in more detail than has previously been possible.

Additional geology equipment and supplies: Two BARC requests were funded for geology equipment and supplies this past year, including (1) binocular
microscopes, and (2) rocks, minerals, and fossils.  Obtaining these items has allowed us to improve instructional quality in the Geol 101 (Physical Geology
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Laboratory) and Geol 111 (The Earth through Time) courses.  Students in the Geol 101 course now have the capability to examine a variety of microscopic
features, which supports Mesa's Strategic Direction #4: innovation in our practices.  In addition, having an improved set of rocks, minerals, and fossils has made
it possible to continue to offer Geol 111, a second-semester, majors course.  These BARC requests support Mesa's Strategic Direction #4: innovation in our
practices, and Strategic Direction #1: to support an inclusive teaching/learning environment that enables all students to achieve their educational goals.
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Request Forms

 

BARC & Facilities Requests

File Attachments:

1. AstroBARC_2Quote.pdf  (See appendix)

2. Barc Request 1a Physical Sciences.docx  (See appendix)

3. Barc_Request_2_Physical Sciences.docx  (See appendix)

4. Physical Sciences BARC Template_2016_17.xlsx  (See appendix)

5. Spectrographic Equipment Quote.pdf  (See appendix)

 

Classified Staff Requests

File Attachments:

1. CHP_Secretary2_Phy Sci.xlsx  (See appendix)

2. ISS_Physical Sciences.xlsx  (See appendix)

 Faculty Position Request 1

Form: Faculty Position Request Form 2016/17 (See appendix)

 Faculty Position Request 2

 Faculty Position Request 3
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